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Mystical Tracking
Chapter 1

What bare rock can tell
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Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers-Aragorn, Legolas
and Gimli hunt the Uruk-hai
“What bare rock can tell”.
When I walk the land, old ruins, rocks – they talk to me. They speak to me. They tell
me stories. They show me memories. They show me people. People from times gone
by.
I can feel their emotions. Sometimes I can almost hear their voices. I know what they
were thinking.
Scenes played out in my mind’s eye. I feel their emotions. Their passions. Their
concerns. Sometimes I can smell the smoke from a wood fire, from a time long since
past.
Sometimes I can taste the salt in the air.
This is Mystical Tracking. The ability to read what bare rock can tell. In this, as in
other areas of psychic ability, I am a prodigy. I have been able to do this for many
years.
This ability, Mystical Tracking, comes from Psychometry.
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Bare rock talks to me. It tells me stories.
You see memories, emotions, beliefs – all of these things are information.
Information coded in vibrational energy. The primary information is held in
vibrational fields. Like all vibrational fields when one vibrational field meets another
vibrational field they superimpose on each other resulting in an interference pattern.
The fundamental nature of reality is wave based. Vibration. Vibrational fields –
energy fields – are more fundamental than physical reality. So rocks, stones and other
materials, all of these have an energetic structure. Their fundamental structure is
vibrational. Seen in their harmonics. In the base harmonic and higher harmonics.
When one feels emotion, especially intense emotion, the vibrational fields of this
emotion superimpose with the vibrational fields of the rocks, walls and material
around you, resulting in an interference pattern within the harmonics of the rocks and
materials. This is how emotions and memories are stored in rocks and the land.
Memories are stored everywhere, in water (which is the key to understanding
homeopathy), the air, in plants and so forth. But because of the durability of rock,
rock can provide a much more permanent record of past memories for a Mystical
Tracker.
This is the case for me. Stories that bare rock can tell.
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When I say that the Wind and the Water talk to me, this is
actually literally true
The Wind and the Water talk to me in this way. However Rock is more durable. More
permanent. So for a record going far back into the past, centuries back, rock acts as a
great record keeper. Water is more transient. Air more so again. The Wind talks to me
of what is happening right now, stories of what is beyond the horizon. It may talk to
me of what happened yesterday, even two days ago. But not a week ago. Because Air
disperses. Its form is not fixed. Not set. And so it does not hold memories in the long
term as well as Rock.
Water too tells me stories. But like the Wind the form of water is transient. And so
Water, like Air, talks to me of the Present. Whereas Rock talks to me of the Past.
The reason this is so strong for me is because of my depth as a Shaman. From 2003 I
spent a decade teaching Extra-Sensory Perception and psychic healing, and I have
spent years developing depth as a Shaman. So psychometry is very strong for me.
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Within this one interference pattern we have both
Constructive and Destructive Interference
Now imagine that wave 1 is a harmonic of the rock. Wave 2 is the emotion of a
person standing by the rock. The interference pattern which then results in the
superposition of these two wave forms now becomes the new harmonic configuration
of the rock.
Which is how memories are stored in rocks.
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Let us imagine that this is the energy pattern that we see
in the harmonic configuration of a rock
This energy pattern is held in the harmonics of the rock in just the same way as how
the different wave configurations are held in the following video.

Standing Waves Part I: Demonstration
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Now let us imagine that something happens, an episode
of great emotional intensity
The more powerful the emotions and the more intense the situation, then the stronger
the energy field generated as a result.
So if for example a very emotionally traumatic or intense incident happens, then this
can generate a very intense vibrational pattern.

The Incredible Hulk (1978) Opening titles
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Rock

+
Emotional Incident

=
Rock with record of Emotional Incident

The energy pattern of the emotional incident now
superimposes on the harmonics of the rock by
Superposition, resulting in an Interference Pattern
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When someone speaks the resulting wave pattern is a
record of his voice
The wave pattern is more than simply an energetic wave pattern. It is a record of his
voice It contains information. A record of sound. Pitch. Intonation. Volume.
If one was to replay that wave pattern then this would replay his voice. One would
hear his voice now, in the Present, even though his voice was recorded in the Past.
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Bell Telephone
This is Alexander Graham Bell’s Voice

Sound information is held as a vibrational pattern
Just like visual images. This is how images are stored by cameras. It is how movies
are broadcast to television. As vibrational patterns. Recordings of sound and vision.

Emotions are held in the same way.
As vibrational energy patterns.
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Mood has a vibrational energy pattern
If one could record this vibrational energy pattern, one would record the mood.

A mindset can have a very powerful energy
There is a vibrational energy pattern associated with a mindset. With a mood. With a
way of being. With an emotion. With a belief. With a thought. With a desire.
Understand?
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This is the mechanism for memories, emotions, images to
be held in rock. In the very walls.
Once the memories are recorded there, what is the mechanism for reading these
memories?
Very simply to move into Resonance with whatever it is one wishes to tune into.
When that happens then emotions and memories can be transferred over the
vibrational wave form which acts as a Carrier Wave for the information.

Don’t Forget Mind Meld
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This Mystical Tracking ability can be difficult for me at
times
The most powerful emotions and memories can often be the most traumatic.
Memories of ancient battles. Great atrocities. Great suffering and pain.
A few years ago while approaching the town of Enniscorthy in country Wexford,
Ireland, I suddenly began to experience flashes of the holocaust of 1798.
To my left in a field as I drove by I saw a tree with five men dangling from it in
nooses. I saw it in my mind’s eye, but with crystal-clear clarity. Emotion after
emotion hit me, engulfed me as I drove through the town. Grief, despair,
overwhelming in its intensity. I got really, really upset, overwhelmed with grief. I was
shaken for about two hours afterwards.
History for me can be like that. It is real. I feel it. I relive it. The emotions of it. The
sounds. The smells. I feel the people. I can see them. I know what they are thinking.
What they are feeling.
This can make it very difficult for me at times when I travel around, for everywhere
on the land are the scars of old wars. Massacres. So much grief. So much pain.
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The land does speak to me
But sometimes I wish I could make it stop.

Highlander TV Series Episode 1 ‘The Gathering’ Flashback
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Mystical Tracking

End
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